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Evidence for acupoint catgut embedding treatment and TRPV1
gene deletion increasing weight control in murine model
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Abstract. Obesity is a global health problem affecting the
general population. Acupoint catgut embedding (ACE) is
an alternative treatment that involves the implantation of
absorbable catgut suture at acupoints. The transient receptor
vanilloid member 1 (TRPV1) is a calcium ion channel that
responds to several chemical ligands and is identified in
numerous locations throughout the body. The aim of the
present study was to examine the effect of ACE treatment
on obesity and its associated complications through various
neural mechanisms in a murine model. A C57/BL6 wild
type (WT) and TRPV1‑/‑ (KO) mouse model was utilized to
exclude any psychological factors associated with obesity. The
WT‑HFD‑ACE and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups received weekly
ACE or placebo treatments at the bilateral ST36 acupoint.
The mice were fed with a normal mice chow diet (ND) or a
high‑fat food diet (HFD; 45 kcal%), and their body weights
were recorded once a week. After 8 weeks, the subjects were
sacrificed and changes in the levels of a number of biomarkers
were investigated using ELISA, immunoblotting and immunofluorescence. The results indicated a significant decrease in
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body weight variation for the WT‑HFD‑ACE group compared
with the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups, using the
WT‑ND group as the body weight baseline. By contrast, KO
mice fed with ND or HFD demonstrated notable body weight
maintenance throughout the experimental period. Similar
patterns were observed in adipose tissue mass, glucose, leptin
and insulin plasma levels, and protein molecule density of
TRPV1 and its associated molecules in the hypothalamus and
nucleus tractus solitarii. In contrast, in the prefrontal cortex,
significant decreases in the concentrations of MAPK pathway
proteins in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups were
observed. The levels of these proteins were significantly
increased in the WT‑HFD‑ACE and KO‑HFD groups. These
results suggested that TRPV1 and its associated pathways
may be involved in body weight maintenance, and may be
controlled through ACE treatment or genetic manipulation.
Introduction
Obesity is a chronic non‑communicable disease, the rate of
which has been rising exponentially on a global scale (1). It is
ranked among the top 10 risk factors associated with several
other conditions, such as type II diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia
and cardiovascular disease (2). Furthermore, obesity increases
the incidence of psychological diseases, in particular major
depressive disorder (3). Several neural mechanisms associated with obesity may occur in the hypothalamus and nucleus
tractus solitarii (NTS). The hypothalamus and NTS are areas
of the brain that are primarily concerned with food intake and
energy expenditures (4,5). Food intake responses, including
appetite and satiety senses, are regulated through the release of
hormones and molecules from the stomach, adipose tissue, the
intestines, the pancreas, the pituitary gland, the hypothalamus
and the NTS. The functions of this pathway are relatively clear
when observed in isolation. After the central nervous system
receives the relevant signals from organs, it secretes orexigenic
and anorexigenic peptides responsible for the amount of food
consumed (6,7). Pathologically, the etiology of obesity is
attributed to the total number and size of adipocytes, which
include the cells that make up white adipose tissue (WAT)
and brown adipose tissue (BAT). Previous studies have
identified that BAT is able to produce heat and energy. This
mechanism increases energy expenditures, thermogenesis, and
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the oxidation of lipids and may influence the development of
obesity (8,9).
The transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) is
one of 6 members of the cation channel subfamily. TRPV1 is
the first unit in this sequence to be specified and most keenly
characterized, due to its ability to act as a homotetrameric,
nonselective, calcium‑permeable cation channel (10,11).
TRPV1 is well known for its role in nociception and inflammation, which may occur at lowered pH levels (pH 6.0)
and high temperatures (43˚C) (12). Aside from the factors
already mentioned, there are other factors that are associated
with TRPV1 function, such as pathological weight gain
and certain psychosomatic disorders (13,14). This response
causes a signaling cascade in neurons via the activation of
protein kinases, including mitogen‑activated protein kinase
(MAPK), and cyclic AMP‑response element binding protein
(CREB) (15). These protein kinase families are the secondary
messengers that mediate intracellular signaling. These kinases
include protein kinase A (PKA) and protein kinase C (PKC).
These signaling cascades are important for maintaining
homeostasis and may be stimulated and/or inhibited by various
factors such as acupuncture. A number of pathological mechanisms are associated with the dysregulation of one, many, or all
of the factors associated with these signaling pathways (16,17).
The theory of Traditional Chinese Medicine introduced the
concept of obesity as a result of dysfunction within the gastrointestinal organs, primarily the spleen and the stomach (18,19).
Acupuncture has been used as a traditional method for treating
several diseases, including weight control. The combination
of acupuncture and lifestyle modifications may significantly
improve weight loss (20). Acupoint catgut embedding (ACE)
involves the implantation of absorbable catgut sutures at traditional Chinese meridian acupoints. This technique is believed
to confer beneficial therapeutic effects: Notable decreases in
treatment frequency from approximately twice a week to twice
a month have been observed (21). The ability to conserve
time and costs makes ACE an attractive treatment method.
Although side effects such as local inflammation, pain,
callosity, and discomfort may occur for several days following
treatment, this method has been widely used for the management of obesity (22). Zusanli (ST36) is most commonly used
for the treatment of pain, lower limb issues and gastrointestinal
disorders. In TCM, it is believed that it may also be used to
treat diseases that manifest along the stomach meridian. In
addition to the positive effects associated with using ACE
to treat obesity, ST36 is also frequently combined with local
abdominal acupoints to treat obesity and maintain normal body
weight (23). The purpose of the present study was to investigate
the effect of ACE on obesity and its associated complications
by identifying various neural mechanisms associated with
the disease. Therefore, we hypothesized that ACE treatment
may decrease the incidence of obesity through the control and
maintenance of body weight. In addition, we also hypothesized
that ACE treatment would also decrease the complications
associated with obesity via modulation of TRPV1 signaling.
Materials and methods
Experimental animals. A total of 28 female C57/BL6 wild
type (WT) mice and 14 female TRPV1 knockout (KO) mice

that were 7 weeks old and weighing 19‑22 g, were purchased
from BioLASCO Taiwan Co., Ltd. The animals were housed
individually in cages under a 12:12 h light‑dark cycle (from
8.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m.), at a temperature of 25±1˚C, and
humidity of 60±5% relative humidity, with ad libitum access
to water and a normal mice chow diet (ND) for 1 week prior
to initiation of the experiment. The study was approved by
the Institute of Animal Care and USE Committee of China
Medical University (Permit no. 2016‑061), following the
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (24). The
first day of experiment, the cages, animal bedding and water
were changed, and the mice chow was superseded by high‑fat
diet (HFD) (Research Diets Inc.; cat. no. D12451) composed of
45 kcal% fat (1,598 kcal% of lard; 225 kcal% soybean oil, USP),
35 kcal% carbohydrate and 20 kcal% protein (473 kcal/100 g).
Subjects were randomly divided into six groups: Control
group (WT‑ND); obesity group (WT‑HFD); Acupoint catgut
embedding (WT‑HFD‑ACE) group; sham acupoint catgut
embedding (WT‑HFD‑SHAM) group; TRPV1 knockout mice
with normal diet (KO‑ND); and TRPV1 knockout mice with
HFD (KO‑HFD), with 7 mice in each group. All food of the
subjects was weighed before being replenished with either ND
or HFD mice chow weekly. The subjects were weighed once
a week throughout the 8 week experimental period to study
weight changes. Food was collected, measured, refilled and
replaced to detect food consumption patterns on the same day
following body weight measurement. The cages were cleaned
once a week, with the animal bedding and water also changed.
A preliminary pilot study was conducted with 4 animals to
analyze the absorbable ability of catgut at various time intervals. All 4 subjects were treated via insertion of absorbable
catgut into the ST36 acupoint. After 7 days, the implantation
area of 2 mice was incised, and the implantation area of the
remaining 2 mice was incised at 14 days after the embedding
to establish the ideal absorbability duration. The experiment
was designed to sacrifice that the mice at the end of the 8th
week of the experiment. They were fasted with no access to
food but were fed water ad libitum 12 h prior to sacrifice.
Efforts were made to minimize the number of animals used
and their suffering. A total of 8 subjects were removed during
the experimental period due to excessive food gnawing
behavior and weight gain or loss at 25±1 g, as established in
Week 4 prior to initiation of the treatment session.
Acupoint catgut embedding treatment. Mice in the
WT‑HFD‑ACE group received ACE treatment at the bilateral
side of ST36 once a week on the first day of the 5 to 8th week.
In mice, as in humans, the ST36 point is located longitudinally
at 3 cun below the knee joint and intersects with the middle of
the tibialis anterior muscle (25). Sterile conventional syringe
needles 0.6x25 mm (Terumo Corporation), acupuncture
needles 0.35x40 mm (Suzhou Medical Appliance) and brown
catgut 0.2x4 mm (CP Medical Inc.) were used for the implantation. Animals from the WT‑ND, WT‑HFD, KO‑ND and
KO‑HFD groups were placed into a fixation machine under
anesthesia with 5% isoflurane for induction, which was then
decreased to 1% for maintenance. Bilateral ST36 acupoint
were selected, sterilized with 70% alcohol and iodine solution
and the catgut was embedded at the 5 mm depth before the
animals were returned to individual observation home cages
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after the procedure. The subjects in the WT‑HFD‑SHAM
group received sham ACE treatment, which consisted of using
similar equipment to insert the empty needle at the ST36
acupoint without catgut implantation. The needle embedding
causes a minute red mark at the area of needle insertion, which
was fully recovered within 48 h after the treatment. In addition, there was no apparent difficulty of movement following
anesthesia.
Collection of samples. In the samples collection process,
after subjects were fasted for 12 h, 38 subjects were euthanized with 5% isoflurane by inhalation. Blood samples were
collected from the Orbital sinus into 3 ml BD Vacutainer glass
tubes with 5.4 mg K2 EDTA and 2 ml BD Vacutainer glass
tubes with 3 mg sodium fluoride and 6 mg Na2 EDTA. The
samples were centrifuged at 1,500 x g for 15 min at 25˚C,
following which the separated plasma was collected into
1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes and stored at ‑80˚C. Following
collection of the blood samples, the animals were decapitated,
and brains were excised for western blot analysis. The adipose
tissues were then collected from various regions of the body;
BAT from the interscapular area, subcutaneous WAT (sWAT)
from both sides of the flank area and visceral WAT (vWAT)
from the perigonadal area (26). Finally, the liver and both
kidneys were immediately dissected out and weighed.
Western blot analysis. Western blot analysis is an analytical
technique that is widely used to study proteins. This method,
first described by Towbin et al (27), uses an antibody that recognizes and binds to an epitope unique to the protein of interest.
In the present study, following sacrifice, the hypothalamus,
prefrontal cortex (PFC) and NTS were immediately dissected
out and frozen in ice prior to storage at ‑80˚C. Total proteins were
prepared by abrasion and lysis in solution of 50 mM Tris‑HCl
pH 7.4, 250 mM NaCl, 1% NP‑40, 5 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaF,
1 mM Na3VO4, 0.02% NaN3 and 1X protease inhibitor cocktail (Amresco, LLC) prior to centrifugation at 10,000 x g for
10 min at 4˚C. Proteins from each sample were loaded into 8%
SDS‑Tris glycine gel electrophoresis gels and transferred onto
PVDF membranes, which were then blocked with 5% non‑fat
milk in TBS‑T buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1%
Tween-20), and incubated for 1 h at room temperature with
the following primary antibodies: Anti‑TRPV1 (~95 kDa;
Alomone; cat. no. ACC‑030; 1:1,000), anti‑p‑PI3K (~110 kDa;
Novus Biologicals, LLC; cat. no. NBP2‑15071; 1:1,000),
anti‑PI3K (~126 kDa; Abcam; cat. no. ab154598; 1:1,000),
anti‑phosphorylated (p)‑Akt (~65 kDa, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Inc.; cat. no. 44‑621G; 1:1,000), anti‑Akt (~65 kDa;
Merck KGaA; cat. no. 16‑293; 1:1,000), anti‑p‑mTOR
(~289 kDa; Merck KGaA; cat. no. 09‑213; 1:1,000), anti‑mTOR
(~238 kDa; Abcam; cat. no. ab2732; 1:1,000), anti‑p‑extracellular signal‑regulated kinase (ERK) 1/2 (p‑ERK)~42 kDa;
Abcam; cat. no. ab138482; 1:1,000), anti‑ERK (~42‑44 kDa;
Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.; cat. no. 4695; 1:1,000),
anti‑p‑c‑Jun N‑terminal kinase (p‑JNK; ~45‑55 kDa; Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Inc.; cat. no. 44‑682G; 1:1,000), anti‑JNK
(~46‑54 kDa; Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.; cat. no. 9252;
1:1,000), anti‑p‑p38 mitogen‑activated protein kinase (p‑p38;
~41 kDa; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.; cat. no. 44‑684G;
1:1,000), anti‑p38 (~43 kDa; Cell Signaling Technology,
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Inc.; cat. no. 9212; 1:1,000), anti‑p‑NF‑κ B (~65 kDa; Merck
KGaA; cat. no. ABS403; 1:1,000), anti‑NF‑κ B (~65 kDa;
Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.; cat. no. 8242; 1:1,000),
anti‑p‑CREB (~43 kDa; Merck KGaA; cat. no. 06‑519;
1:1,000), anti‑CREB (~43 kDa; Cell Signaling Technology,
Inc.; cat. no. 9197; 1:1,000), anti‑p‑protein kinase C epsilon
type (p‑PKCε; ~82 kDa; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.;
cat. no. SC‑12355; 1:1,000), anti‑PKCε (~84 kDa; Abcam;
cat. no. ab63638; 1:1,000), anti‑p‑protein kinase AII α
(p‑PKAIIα; ~40 kDa; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.; cat.
no. SC‑12905; 1:1,000) or anti‑PKAIIα (~40 kDa; Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Inc.; cat. no. SC‑136262; 1:1,000) in TBST
with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma‑Aldrich; Merck
KGaA). Horseradish peroxidase‑conjugated AffiniPure goat
anti‑mouse (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratory, Inc.;
cat. no. 115‑035‑003; 1:5,000), goat anti‑rabbit (Jackson
ImmunoResearch Laboratory, Inc; cat. no. 111‑035‑003;
1:5,000) and donkey anti‑goat (Jackson ImmunoResearch
Laboratory, Inc.; cat. no. 705‑035‑003; 1:5,000) secondary
antibodies were incubated with the membranes for 1 h incubation at room temperature. The protein bands on the membranes
were visualized using an enhanced chemiluminescent substrate
kit (Pierce; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) with LAS‑3000
Fujifilm (Fuji Photo Film Co. Ltd). The image densities of the
specific bands were quantified by National Institutes of Health
(NIH) ImageJ software (version 1.8.0).
Immunofluorescence. A total of 4 subjects, from the WT‑HFD,
WT‑HFD‑ACE, WT‑HFD‑SHAM, and KO‑HFD groups, were
anesthetized using 1% isoflurane by inhalation and intracardially perfused with saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde.
The brain was immediately dissected and post‑fixed with
4% paraformaldehyde at 4˚C overnight. Post‑fixed tissues
were placed overnight in 30% sucrose for cryoprotection
at 4˚C. The brain was embedded in OCT and instantaneously
frozen using liquid nitrogen prior to storage at ‑80˚C. Frozen
segments were cut at a thickness of 16 µm width on a cryostat
then placed on glass slides. The samples were incubated with
blocking solution, which consisted of 3% BSA, 0.1% Triton
X‑100 and 0.02% sodium azide, for 2 h at room temperature.
Following blocking, the brain samples were incubated overnight with the primary antibody, TRPV1 (~95 kDa; Alomone;
cat. no. ACC‑030; 1:200), pPKAIIα (~40 kDa; Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Inc.; cat. no. SC‑12905; 1:200), p‑PI3K
(~110 kDa; Novus Biologicals, LLC; cat. no. NBP2‑15071;
1:200), and p‑CREB (~43 kDa; Merck KGaA; cat. no. 06‑519;
1:200), prepared in BSA solution at 4˚C overnight. The
secondary antibodies, Alexa Fluor 488‑conjugated AffiniPure
donkey anti‑rabbit (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratory,
Inc.; cat. no. 711‑545‑152; 1:500), donkey anti‑mouse (Jackson
ImmunoResearch Laboratory, Inc., cat. no. 715‑545‑150; 1:500)
and 594‑conjugated AffiniPure donkey anti‑goat (Jackson
ImmunoResearch Laboratory, Inc.; cat. no. 705‑585‑003;
1:500) were used for incubation at room temperature for 2 h
prior to being fixed with cover slips for immunofluorescence
visualization. The samples were observed by an epi‑fluorescent
microscope (BX‑51; Olympus Corporation) with x200 total
magnification (x20 numerical aperture (NA= 0.4) objective
lens and x10 ocular lens). The images were analyzed by NIH
ImageJ software (version 1.8.0).
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ELISA. The level of mouse leptin (cat. no. KMC2281) and
insulin (cat. no. EMINS) in the blood plasma were detected
using ELISA kits following the manufacturer's protocol
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.; catalog no. EIAGLUC).
The ELISA procedures were prepared at room temperature.
The plasma samples were placed in 96‑well plates with mouse
leptin or insulin antibody coating prior to incubation at 25˚C
for 2 h. They were then removed from the plate and washed
with wash buffer. The biotinylated antibody reagent was
added in the wells and incubated for 1 h before the washing
process. The wells were then incubated at 25˚C for 30 min
with a streptavidin‑HRP reagent and then washed. Next,
tetramethylbenzidine substrate was added into each well to
incubate for 30 min in darkness. Following the addition of the
stop solution, the absorbent substance at 450 nm was measured
using a microplate reader. The glucose level was measured
with the glucose colorimetric detection kit (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Inc., EIAGLUC); in this procedure, the principles
of the glucose oxidation reaction with glucose to produce
hydrogen peroxide were used; the resulting colored product
was then read by the microplate reader at 450 nm for leptin
plasma level and 550 nm for insulin and glucose plasma levels.
Finally, the samples were measured and analyzed using the
kit‑specific standard CurveExpert Basic (version 2.1.0; Hyams
Development).
Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using
the SPSS statistical software package program v.22.0 (IBM
Corp.). All data are presented as the mean ± standard error
of the mean. Statistical comparisons were evaluated using a
one‑way analysis of variance followed by Tukey's post hoc
test to determine the significance of differences. P<0.05 was
considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.
Results
Effect of ACE treatment on weight control. The simple standard
of obesity in the mouse model was indicated by an increase in
net body weight throughout the 8‑week experimental period.
All analyzed data are presented in Fig. 1A. During this experiment, a significant difference in weight gain between the WT
and the TRPV1 KO groups was identified. This was observed
in the initial increase in body weight observed in the WT‑ND,
KO‑ND, and KO‑HFD groups compared with that in the
WT‑HFD, WT‑HFD‑ACE, and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups at
Week 4. A significant increase in body weight was observed in
the WT groups, with the WT‑HFD‑ACE group demonstrating
a gradual decrease in Week 7 and significant difference in
Week 8. At Week 8, there was a slight decrease in body weight
observed in the WT‑HFD‑SHAM group. Although the mean
body weight of the WT‑HFD‑SHAM group was decreased
compared with that of the WT‑HFD group, a significant
difference in body weight between the WT‑HFD‑ACE and
WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups was observed. At Week 4, there was
a significant decrease in the KO‑ND group compared with that
in the WT‑ND group. Concomitantly, no significant difference
between the WT‑ND and KO‑HFD groups was observed at
this time. Food intake among the groups was also examined.
A significant increase in food consumption was observed
in the WT‑ND and KO‑ND groups from the first week of

the experiment compared with that of the other groups.
Furthermore, a significantly decreased level of food consumption was observed in the KO‑HFD group compared with that in
the other HFD‑fed groups (Fig. 1B). The results demonstrated
a slight decrease in food intake in the WT‑HFD‑ACE group
following ACE treatment compared with that in the WT‑HFD
and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups. However, food consumption
in the WT‑HFD‑ACE group significantly decreased during
the 8th week compared with that in the WT‑HFD group. A
nonsignificant increase in food consumption across all groups
was observed in accordance with the growth requirements of
the mice.
Effect of ACE treatment on tissue weight. The tissue weights,
including the weights of adipose tissue and associated organs,
were measured and recorded immediately following euthanasia. Statistically significant differences in the weight of
adipose tissue were consistent with differences in net body
weight. Compared with those in the ND‑fed groups, significant
increases in the total recorded BAT, sWAT, and vWAT weights
were observed in the WT‑HFD‑fed groups (Fig. 2B‑D). The
data revealed significant decreases in the weights of BAT and
vWAT in the WT‑HFD‑ACE groups compared with those
in the WT‑HFD group. Furthermore, there was significant
decrease in liver weight in the WT‑ND, the TRPV1 KO and
both the ND and HFD groups when compared with that of
the other three WT groups. Conversely, there were significant decreases in net kidney weight observed in the KO‑ND
and KO‑HFD groups compared with that in the WT‑ND,
WT‑HFD, WT‑HFD‑ACE, and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups. No
statistically significant differences were observed among the
four WT groups.
Glucose, insulin and leptin plasma level changes following a
12 h fast. At 12 h, there was a significant difference in fasting
plasma glucose levels in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM
groups, which were induced to become obese without any
treatment interventions. However, plasma glucose levels
were significantly diminished in the WT‑HFD‑ACE group
following the receipt of therapy, and in the KO‑HFD group.
Analysis of the insulin plasma concentrations in the four
groups revealed that the levels of this hormone were significantly decreased in the WT‑HFD‑ACE group compared with
those in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups. There
was also a significant decrease in insulin plasma levels in
the KO‑HFD group compared with that in the other groups.
Additionally, the levels of leptin, which is a hormone released
by adipocytes to produce feelings of satiety, exhibited the
same pattern to that observed in the insulin plasma graph.
The changes in leptin plasma levels within the WT‑HFD,
WT‑HFD‑ACE, WT‑HFD‑SHAM, and KO‑HFD groups are
presented in Fig. 3C.
Effect of ACE treatment on proteins of TRPV1 and associated
molecules in the hypothalamus. Western blot analysis was
used to determine the effect of ACE treatment on the expression levels of the TRPV1 receptor and associated downstream
molecules. TRPV1 protein levels significantly decreased
following the receipt of treatment. This decrease was observed
in the WT‑HFD‑ACE and KO‑HFD groups. A significant
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Figure 1. Weekly body weight alterations and food consumption in the six subject groups. (A) The graph presents comparisons of body weight in the
WT‑ND, WT‑HFD, WT‑HFD‑ACE, WT‑HFD‑SHAM, KO‑ND and KO‑HFD groups. Significant body weight increases in the WT‑HFD, WT‑HFD‑ACE
and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups compared to the WT‑ND group and both TRPV1 KO mouse groups were observed. *P<0.05. There was significant body weight
decease in the WT‑HFD‑ACE group compared to the WT‑HFD group and WT‑HFD‑SHAM group. *P<0.05. (B) The graph presents comparisons in food
consumption in the WT‑ND, WT‑HFD, WT‑HFD‑ACE, WT‑HFD‑SHAM, KO‑ND and KO‑HFD groups. Significant increases of food intake in all normal
mice chow, WT‑ND and KO‑ND groups compared to the HFD‑fed mouse groups were observed. *P<0.05. A significant difference in food consumption was
also observed for the KO‑HFD group when compared with the WT‑HFD, WT‑HFD‑ACE and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups. There was significant decrease
of food intake in the WT‑HFD‑ACE group compared with the WT‑HFD group in Week 8. *P<0.05. WT, wild‑type; ND, normal diet; HFD, high‑fat diet;
ACE, acupoint catgut embedding; KO, knockout.

increase in TRPV1 expression was observed in the WT‑HFD
and WT‑HFD‑SHAM treatment groups, which indicated
increased amounts of adipose tissue storage, and hence
weight gain. The levels of p‑PI3K, p‑Akt and p‑mTOR were
significantly increased in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM
groups. However, the levels of these phosphorylated proteins

were significantly decreased in the WT‑HFD‑ACE and
KO‑HFD groups. Similarly, a significant decrease in levels
of phosphorylated proteins from the MAPK pathway, specifically p‑ERK, pp38 and p‑JNK, was observed. There were also
significant decreases in levels of p‑PKCε and p‑PKAIIα in the
WT‑HFD‑ACE and KO‑HFD groups when compared to those
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Figure 2. BAT, sWAT, vWAT, liver and kidney weight and dimension in the six subject groups. The comparisons in (A) tissue dimension and (B‑F) tissue weight
in the WT‑ND, WT‑HFD, WT‑HFD‑ACE, WT‑HFD‑SHAM, KO‑ND and KO‑HFD groups. Significantly increased BAT and vWAT levels were observed in
the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups compared with the WT‑ND, WT‑HFD‑ACE, KO‑ND and KO‑HFD groups, which exhibited significantly smaller
values. The sWAT and liver results presented significant decreases in the WT‑ND, KO‑ND, and KO‑HFD groups, whilst only a significant decrease in kidney
weight was observed in two KO groups. *P<0.05. BAT, brown adipose tissue; sWAT, subcutaneous white adipose tissue; vWAT, visceral white adipose tissue;
WT, wild‑type; ND, normal diet; HFD, high‑fat diet; ACE, acupoint catgut embedding; KO, knockout.
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Figure 3. ELISA results for fasting glucose insulin and leptin plasma level. A graphs present the comparisons in fasting plasma levels of (A) glucose (B) insulin
and (C) leptin in the WT‑HFD, WT‑HFD‑ACE, WT‑HFD‑SHAM and KO‑HFD groups. There were significant increases in fasting glucose plasma levels
in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups. *P<0.05. Conversely, significantly decreased plasma levels of glucose, insulin, and leptin were observed in
the WT‑HFD‑ACE and KO‑HFD groups, which also demonstrated decreased body weight. *P<0.05. WT, wild‑type; ND, normal diet; HFD, high‑fat diet;
ACE, acupoint catgut embedding; KO, knockout.

in the WT‑HFD groups (Fig. 4E and F). There was a significant
increase in p‑PKCε protein expression in the WT‑HFD‑SHAM
group compared with that in the WT‑HFD‑ACE group. In the
nucleus, there was a correspondingly significant difference
of p‑NF‑κ B protein levels between the obese groups; specifically, there were increased levels of p‑NF‑κ B in the WT‑HFD
and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups compared with those in the
WT‑HFD‑ACE and KO‑HFD groups. In addition, p‑CREB
expression exhibited a similar pattern to that observed in the
protein expression levels of the WT‑HFD, WT‑HFD‑ACE,
WT‑HFD‑SHAM and KO‑HFD groups (Fig. 4K).
Effect of ACE treatment on proteins of TRPV1 and associated molecules in the PFC. The expression of the proteins in
the PFC was examined to determine the association between
obesity and corresponding psychological problems, such as
depression, mediated through TRPV1‑associated signaling
molecules. There was a significant increase in TRPV1 expression levels in the WT‑HFD‑ACE treatment group compared
with that in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM treatment
groups. The KO‑HFD group exhibited a significant decrease
in the protein level compared with that in the other three
groups. The data revealed contrasting results between the
hypothalamus and PFC. It was identified that the p‑PI3K,
p‑Akt and p‑mTOR expression levels were significantly

decreased in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM treatment
group but were significantly increased in the WT‑HFD‑ACE
and KO‑HFD groups. Additionally, the expression levels
of p‑ERK, p‑p38 and p‑JNK exhibited similar trends to
other proteins. The levels of p‑ERK, p‑p38 and p‑JNK were
significantly increased in the WT‑HFD‑ACE and KO‑HFD
groups. This increase was abolished in the WT‑HFD and
WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups when compared with the other two
groups, WT‑HFD‑ACE and KO‑HFD. There was a statistical
decrease in the expression of p‑PKCε and p‑PKAIIα between
the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups (Fig. 5F). However,
much larger significant increases in the WT‑HFD‑ACE and
KO‑HFD groups were observed. Lastly, the levels of p‑NF‑κ B
and p‑CREB were investigated, and a significant variation
between the obese groups and groups with normal body
weight was observed. Increased values were observed in the
WT‑HFD‑ACE and KO‑HFD groups, whereas decreased
values were identified in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM
groups.
Effect of weight control on TRPV1 and associated molecules
in the hypothalamus and NTS. Immunofluorescence was used
to measure the expression of TRPV1‑associated downstream
proteins in the hypothalamus and NTS, which is the center
that regulates appetite and satiety in the brain. There was a
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Figure 4. Expression levels of TRPV1 and associated molecules in the hypothalamus. The expression pattern of TRPV1 protein was detected in the following
groups: WT‑HFD; WT‑HFD‑ACE; WT‑HFD‑SHAM; and KO‑HFD. The results revealed significant increases in (A) TRPV1, (B) p‑PI3K, (C) p‑Akt, (D) p‑mTOR,
(E) p‑PKCε, (F) p‑PKAIIα, (G) p‑ERK, (H) p‑p38, (I) p‑JNK, (J) p‑NF‑κ B and (K) p‑CREB expression levels in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups
compared with the other groups (*P<0.05). These increases were statistically decreased in the WT‑HFD‑ACE group that received ACE treatment and in the
KO‑HFD group that lacked the TRPV1 receptor. *P<0.05. TRPV1, transient receptor vanilloid member 1; WT, wild‑type; ND, normal diet; HFD, high‑fat diet;
ACE, acupoint catgut embedding; KO, knockout; p, phosphorylated; PKCε, protein kinase C epsilon type; PKAIIα, protein kinase AII α; ERK, extracellular
signal‑regulated kinase; p38, p38 mitogen‑activated protein kinase; JNK, c‑Jun N‑terminal kinase; CREB, cyclic AMP‑response element binding protein.

significant increase in TRPV1 and p‑PKAIIα immunoreactivity within the hypothalamic area of the WT‑HFD and

WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups. However, these protein levels significantly decreased in the WT‑HFD‑ACE and KO‑HFD groups
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Figure 5. Expression levels of TRPV1 and associated molecules in the PFC. The expression pattern of TRPV1 protein was detected in the following
groups: WT‑HFD; WT‑HFD‑ACE; WT‑HFD‑SHAM; and KO‑HFD. The results demonstrated significant decreases in (A) TRPV1 expression in WT‑HFD,
WT‑HFD‑SHAM and KO‑HFD groups when compared with the WT‑HFD‑ACE group, which demonstrated a significant increase following ACE treatment.
*
P<0.05. The results also demonstrated significant decreases in (B) p‑PI3K (C) p‑Akt (D) p‑mTOR (E) p‑PKCε (F) p‑PKAIIα (G) p‑ERK (H) p‑p38 (I) p‑JNK
(J) p‑NF‑κ B and (K) p‑CREB expression levels in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups compared with the other groups. *P<0.05. The expression
levels of these proteins were statistically increased in the WT‑HFD‑ACE and KO‑HFD groups. *P<0.05. TRPV1, transient receptor vanilloid member 1; WT,
wild‑type; ND, normal diet; HFD, high‑fat diet; ACE, acupoint catgut embedding; KO, knockout; PFC, prefrontal cortex; p, phosphorylated; PKCε. protein
kinase C epsilon type; PKAIIα, protein kinase AII α; ERK, extracellular signal‑regulated kinase; p38, p38 mitogen‑activated protein kinase; JNK, c‑Jun
N‑terminal kinase; CREB, cyclic AMP‑response element binding protein.

(Fig. 6A). Additionally, levels of p‑PI3K and p‑CREB (Fig. 6B)
exhibited similar patterns of expression in these treatment

groups. Decreased levels of TRPV1, p‑PKAIIα, p‑PI3K and
p‑CREB were also detected in the NTS (Fig. 7A and B).
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Figure 6. Expression levels of TRPV1, p‑PI3K, p‑CREB and p‑PKAIIα in the hypothalamus. (A) Representative immunofluorescence staining of TRPV1
(green) and p‑PKAIIα (red) and (B) representative immunofluorescence staining of p‑PI3K (red) and p‑CREB (green) were performed in the hypothalamus
of subjects in the WT‑HFD, WT‑HFD‑ACE, WT‑HFD‑SHAM and KO‑HFD groups. White arrowheads indicate immunopositive cells. TRPV1, transient
receptor vanilloid member 1; WT, wild‑type; ND, normal diet; HFD, high‑fat diet; ACE, acupoint catgut embedding; KO, knockout; p, phosphorylated;
PKAIIα, protein kinase AII α; CREB, cyclic AMP‑response element binding protein.

Discussion
Obesity, which has a very high incidence rate, is largely
attributed to sedentary lifestyles among the global population.
Furthermore, high obesity rates have also been attributed to
poor nutrition and decreased physical activity among individuals. Obesity can lead to various complications that not only
affect public health but also create an economic burden in the
form of increased healthcare costs. ACE treatment produces a
lasting and potent stimulatory effect, thereby decreasing the
treatment frequency when compared with other techniques of
acupuncture. In clinical therapy, 14 days between each treatment is the interval commonly used in weight control (21).
Therefore, in the present study, the catgut absorption ability
in a mouse model was determined prior to initiation of the
experimental model. In the present study, a time period of
7 days was established to be the optimal interval between
treatments, as it is the shortest time in which the catgut can
be completely absorbed. TRPV1, a calcium ion channel, is
sensitively activated by capsaicin and heat, and it is distributed
in various areas of the brain, including the hypothalamus,
NTS and PFC. TRPV1 is heavily involved in regulating the

MAPK signaling pathway. Previous studies aimed to identify
the involvement of the TRPV1 receptor in obesity. Capsaicin
and associated substances increased the activation of BAT,
amplified energy expenditures, and induced the browning of
WAT (28,29). Dietary capsaicin also possesses the ability to
prevent adipogenesis, particularly vWAT, and also promote
lipolysis (30). These results from previous studies suggest
that TRPV1 promotes weight reduction by elevating energy
expenditures and decreasing food consumption (9,31).
In the present study, body mass, tissue weight and food
consumption were examined to analyze feeding behavior. The
results of the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups revealed
similar increases in body mass and tissue weight, including
increased weights for BAT, sWAT, vWAT, and in the liver, but
not in the kidneys. There were significant decreases in BAT
and vWAT in the WT‑HFD‑ACE treatment group compared
with those in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups.
There was a significant decrease in food consumption in the
WT‑HFD‑ACE group during the last week of treatment when
compared with that in the WT‑HFD‑fed groups that did not
undergo catgut insertion. Furthermore, the results revealed
that the KO‑ND and KO‑HFD groups exhibited significant
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Figure 7. Expression levels of TRPV1, p‑PI3K, p‑CREB and p‑PKAIIα in the NTS. (A) Representative immunofluorescence staining of TRPV1 (green) and
p‑PKAIIα (red) and (B) representative immunofluorescence staining of p‑PI3K (red) and p‑CREB (green) were performed in the NTS of subjects in the
WT‑HFD, WT‑HFD‑ACE, WT‑HFD‑SHAM and KO‑HFD groups. White arrowheads indicate immunopositive cells. TRPV1, transient receptor vanilloid
member 1; WT, wild‑type; ND, normal diet; HFD, high‑fat diet; ACE, acupoint catgut embedding; KO, knockout; p, phosphorylated; PKAIIα, protein kinase
AII α; CREB, cyclic AMP‑response element binding protein; NTS, nucleus tractus solitarii.

decreases in weight when compared with those in the other
four WT groups. Even though the KO groups did not receive
any medication, the results from these groups were similar to
those of the WT‑HFD‑ACE group. These results are supported
by the results of previous studies suggesting that TRPV1
deletion protects against obesity‑inducing diets (32‑35).
Marshall et al (36) demonstrated that although there was
similarity between the body weights of WT and KO groups
on an HFD, KO mice were protected against obesity‑inducing
hypertension, low‑grade inflammation and glucose tolerance.
Other previous studies described similar results in terms of
body weight for WT and KO mice fed an HFD (8,37). These
results indicated that the KO‑HFD‑fed mice gained significantly more body mass compared with that in the HFD‑fed
WT mice (38). Accordingly, the western blot analysis results
of the present study demonstrated similarities in the protein
expression intensities in the hypothalamus and NTS, with
greater protein density in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD SHAM
treatment groups and significantly decreased density in the
WT‑HFD‑ACE and KO‑HFD groups. These results revealed
the role of TRPV1 signaling in both the hypothalamus and the
NTS on obesity. The fasting levels of blood, glucose, insulin and
leptin revealed a proportionately correlated interaction with

body mass. These data corroborate previous data, suggesting
a close association between TRPV1 and glucose tolerance
during obesity (36). Previous studies have identified the
role of TRPV1 antagonists in promoting insulin secretion
and improving insulin resistance (39‑41). Additionally, a
previous study examining supplementary outcomes demonstrated that TRPV1 actively participates in the regulation of
leptin signaling (42). On the basis of these conflicting results
concerning the effect of TRPV1 on the regulation of obesity,
the results of the present study suggested that TRPV1 expression serves an integral role in the regulation and maintenance
of body weight. Given the stark differences in the data from
various previous studies, the association between TRPV1 and
obesity remains an interesting avenue of study.
The association between obesity and depression, an important psychological problem, has also been investigated. Previous
data suggest that depression is a comorbidity of obesity, and
these conditions may increase the risk of developing the
other condition (43). In addition, adipose tissue accumulation,
which is increased in females, serves an important role in this
association (24,40,44). The present study exposed the different
patterns of protein expression in the PFC, which is commonly
associated with depression. There were lower protein levels in
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the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups compared with
those in the WT‑HFD‑ACE group, which underwent catgut
insertion at the ST36 acupoints. However, in the KO‑HFD
group, only TRPV1 levels were significantly decreased
compared with those in the other WT‑HFD‑fed groups. By
contrast, the protein expression of the MAPK molecules was
significantly increased compared with that in the WT‑HFD
and WT‑HFD‑SHAM groups. Similar tendencies were exhibited among groups with decreased body weights, specifically
the WT‑HFD‑ACE and KO‑HFD groups, which demonstrated
significantly increased expression levels of the MAPK proteins
compared with those in the WT‑HFD and WT‑HFD‑SHAM
groups. This evidence suggests that depression serves an
integral role in obesity, as indicated through the expression of
MAPK proteins.
Accordingly, obesity affects multiple organ systems, even
if there are only two causes, namely, excessive food intake
and/or the absence of physical activity. Western and alternative medicines, such as acupuncture, are utilized to prevent the
onset of obesity. Traditional Chinese acupuncture involves the
stimulation of qi in meridians, which are also referred to as
channels. These theories have been described as the stimulation of energy through the autonomic and central nervous
systems in terms of Western medical science. In more detail,
the energy (or qi) has be described as the release of endogenous
neurotransmitters between at least 2 cells (45‑47). Various
studies have comparatively analyzed the efficacy of acupuncture for the treatment of obesity. The results indicated that
ACE, electroacupuncture and manual acupuncture treatment
significantly decreased overall body weight and the body mass
index with no distinguishable difference between these therapeutic outcomes. By contrast, placebo or sham methods was
considerably less effective in decreasing body weight (48,49).
Although behavior modification is the ultimate solution for
controlling weight, remedies that promote and maintain the
performance of this treatment are in high demand. Generally,
weight reduction requires more time in order to yield the
desired results. Therefore, a fast‑acting medication with less
side effects can be combined with diet control, and exercise is
optimal for the treatment of obesity.
In summary, the results of the present study identified
significant associations between ACE treatment and obesity
that involved TRPV1 receptors and their associated downstream signaling cascades. Additionally, the psychological
problems that may arise from obesity are mediated through
downstream MAPK signaling pathways. These changes were
verified through the measurement of body mass and the mass
of adipose tissue, TRPV1 protein expression, and the expression of proteins in the MAPK signaling pathway. The similar
tendencies of the TRPV1 receptor and the downstream pathways were demonstrated through the significant decrease in
protein levels in the hypothalamus and NTS. This decrease in
protein expression would affect food consumption, whereas
increased protein expression in the PFC would affect mental
health. Nonetheless, the present study aimed to observe the
effect of ACE treatment and protein expression changes
in specific brain areas. Therefore, the glucose, insulin and
leptin plasma level modification were studied using ELISA,
in order to detect their general involvement among body and
tissue weight, food consumption and protein expression. The

present study also had limitations: The comparison of plasma
levels and protein expression were only observed in HFD‑fed
subject groups, as the specified aim of the present study was
to only observe the treatment effect without diet modification.
For future studies, the comparison of diet modification should
be considered and analyzed as a secondary independent variable, to investigate the treatment efficacy in more detail and
corroborate the results of the present study.
Therefore, the present study concluded that levels of
TRPV1, p‑PI3K, p‑mTOR, p‑Akt, p‑ERK, p‑p38, p‑JNK,
p‑PKC ε, p‑PKAIIα, p‑CREB and p‑NF‑κ B are involved
with the development of obesity, and they may be regulated
by ACE treatment. In addition, the deletion of the TRPV1
gene decreased the risk of developing obesity regardless of
food intake, as demonstrated by the comparison between ND
and HFD feeding regimes. Lastly, the ACE treatment at the
bilateral ST36 acupoint promotes weight control by decreasing
food intake.
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